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Motor neuron disease is a clinically heterogeneous disease with significant differences in survival. The authors have characterised a subset of long term survivors seen in a tertiary clinic over a 12 year period in terms of clinical variables and demographics, comparing them with short term survivors and the remaining population. Thirty of 769 patients survived more than 10 years, corresponding to 4% of the total population. Significantly younger onset of disease symptoms and a predominance of pure upper motor neuron signs at presentation characterised the long term survivors, but factors traditionally regarded as being associated with poor prognosis were also well represented. For a few people with motor neuron disease there remains the hope, whatever the initial presentation, that their subsequent survival will be longer than expected.

 Although average survival in motor neuron disease (MND) is widely quoted as 36 months, there is a wide variation in prognosis, and clinical heterogeneity represents a significant hurdle in clinical trials. We have previously examined prognostic factors using a database and demonstrated, using Cox regression analysis, that certain factors can be used to robustly predict individual survival for most patients. However, a few people survive much longer than expected from such a model. Many specialists will have seen patients survive beyond 10 years, and this possibility is an important source of hope for those with MND.

It is established that phenotypic variants from “classic” amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) are associated with improved prognosis, for example the “flail arm” presentation and the upper motor neuron only presentation of primary lateral sclerosis (PLS). Those with bulbar onset of symptoms, older age at onset and more definite El Escorial category at presentation, have been associated with reduced survival.

In this study, we describe patients with significantly long survival, comparing them with an equal number of the shortest surviving patients and the remaining patients from the King’s MND database, in an attempt to explore further the relation between prognostic factors and individual survival.

METHODS

Patients seen at a tertiary referral MND centre from 1990–2002 were prospectively recorded in a database. Diagnosis was made by two consultant neurologists after exclusion of other conditions, including screening male patients with lower motor neuron presentations for the androgen receptor trinucleotide repeat sequence characterising the Kennedy syndrome. Patients with a diagnosis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), primary lateral sclerosis (PLS), or progressive muscular atrophy were included in the analysis. All patients given, or subsequently found to have, an alternative diagnosis were excluded.

Follow up for survival (defined from symptom onset) was carried out at intervals and date of death recorded. Those lost to follow up were searched for in collated United Kingdom death certificates and through general practitioner contact. Survival was calculated where status was definitely known at the time of censoring (31 December 2001). People with a survival greater than 10 years were designated “long survivors”. For comparison, an equal number of “short survivors” were defined from the database using only deceased patients ranked for survival consecutively beginning with the shortest. After removal of the long and short survivor groups, the remaining database patients were treated as a separate population for comparison.

Date of birth, sex, site of onset (bulbar or limb), and date of symptom onset were recorded. The 1994 El Escorial classification was used, all long survivors having presented before the updated classification. Where recorded, forced vital capacity (FVC) at presentation was noted.

Significance of variables was tested using a two tailed χ² test or linear regression. Where an expected cell count was less than 5, Fisher’s exact test was used. The Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust for multiple comparisons. Calculations were performed using SPSS (version 10.0.7, SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL).

RESULTS

A total of 985 patients were seen between 1990 and 2002. Survival status was known for 769 (78%). Overall mean survival was 43 months (SD 34 months; median 39 months; range 3–299 months). Thirty patients with survival greater than 120 months (4% of the total) were used for the subsequent analysis (mean 162 months; SD 45 months).

Of the long survivors, 70% remained alive, and 60% were male. The mean age of onset was 43 years (range 20–72; SD 13). Only two of the 30 cases had a family history of MND. Onset was bulbar in 23% (n=7), limb in 77% (n=23; 10 upper limb, 13 lower limb). El Escorial category at presentation was “suspected” in 13% (n=4), “possible” in 40% (n=12), “probable” in 23% (n=7), and “definite” in 23% (n=7). Five cases (17%) presented with solely upper motor neuron (UMN) features (four limb, one bulbar onset), compared with 2% for the remaining database population. Most of the long survivors had mixed signs at presentation (70%).

Eight of the long survivors received riluzole, one underwent percutaneous gastrostomy, but none received assisted ventilation. FVC at presentation was recorded in 10 long survivors and was 100% for six, who all had limb-onset disease. Three of the remaining four with values less than 100% had bulbar onset disease.

There was no significant difference in sex, site of onset (bulbar, upper or lower limb), age of onset, or El Escorial category, between the long survivors and the remaining database population.

Abbreviations: MND, motor neuron disease; ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; PLS, primary lateral sclerosis; FVC, forced vital capacity.
population. However, age of onset was significantly lower in the long survivors (43 compared with 57 years; \(p < 0.001\)), and significantly higher in the short survivors (62 compared with 57 years, \(p = 0.029\)), when both were compared with the remaining population.

Table 1 summarises the results for the long survivors, short survivors, and the remaining population, with comparisons between all three groups.

**DISCUSSION**

We have characterised a group of long surviving MND patients in an attempt to find clinical/demographic indicators of good prognosis. The number is comparatively small, although it is probably higher than in the general MND population because of the specialist nature of the clinic. Although survival data are 78% complete there is still the potential for a “healthy” bias in our population. Incomplete follow up could also potentially lead to inclusion of a person with an incorrect diagnosis. Within the long survivors however, who by definition have been followed up for 10 years, this is unlikely. Furthermore, the finding that 4% of the total database survived beyond 10 years is in keeping with a previous clinic based study.\(^3\)

The most striking finding is that the long survivors are demographically similar to the remaining MND population, apart from being on average 14 years younger at disease onset. On the other hand a late age of onset does not exclude long survival, three people having developed MND in their seventh decade and one in the eighth. Younger age of onset is widely recognised to be associated with longer survival.\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^7\)\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^10\) The long survivors may represent a group with a greater genetic contribution overall, as many recessive diseases present at a younger age. Familial ALS has a mean age of onset 10 years younger than for sporadic ALS,\(^7\)\(^8\) but is not necessarily associated with increased in survival.\(^7\)\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^10\) The corresponding finding that the short survivors are significantly older than the remaining database population is additional evidence that the age of disease onset in MND is pivotal, and transcends most of the individual variability in survival that can arise using other prognostic factors.

The 3:2 male to female ratio seen in most other studies persists, although an increase in older patients of the female to male ratio, and also bulbar onset disease has been previously noted.\(^1\) Four of the seven bulbar onset long survivors were women. Although bulbar onset disease is traditionally regarded as a poor prognostic factor, our previous analysis showed that this is not independent of its association with confounding variables such as older age of onset and more definite El Escorial category at presentation.\(^1\) However, it is still surprising that 7 of the 30 long survivors had bulbar onset, comparable with the 25% seen in most studies. Furthermore, only one of these patients presented with a pure upper motor neurone syndrome, and unusually one had pure LMN signs at presentation.

Although not designed as a staging criterion, overall database analysis has confirmed previous findings that the El Escorial category at presentation has independent prognostic value,\(^1\)\(^5\) though this is not a uniform finding.\(^21\) Presenting with ALS in the definite category is however compatible with survival of more than 10 years. Seven long survivors were in this category, four of whom had bulbar onset disease. One person with bulbar onset, El Escorial definite ALS and onset in the sixth decade remains alive after nearly 20 years. At the other end of the scale, patients presenting with solely upper motor neuron signs were over-represented in the long survivors compared with the overall database (the PLS cases accounting for the comparatively high number of long survivors within the El Escorial possible category at presentation, using original criteria). Strikingly, within the short survivors no cases of pure upper motor neuron signs at presentation were seen, whereas the El Escorial definite category was well represented as might be expected. The short survivors did not differ significantly from the remaining population for any of the clinical variables studied, raising the possibility that unidentified factors may be more influential at this stage of the disease.

Only a few of the long survivors received any interventions, for example, riluzole or percutaneous gastrostomy, suggesting these are not the explanation for the longer survival. Although the data are limited, it is striking that all limb onset patients bar one had maximal FVC readings at presentation. The consistently low readings in the bulbar onset patients are likely to reflect poor lip seal or laryngeal spasm at the time of testing, reinforcing the unsuitability of this test in such patients and the need for a more reliable measure such as sniff pressure.\(^22\)

---

**Table 1** Long survivors compared with the remaining database population and short survivor group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>LS (n=30)</th>
<th>SS (n=30)</th>
<th>RP (n=709)</th>
<th>p LS x RP</th>
<th>p LS x SS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Survival at census</td>
<td>Alive</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dead</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>532</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Escorial category</td>
<td>Definite</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>185</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Probable</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suspected</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed v pure signs</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMN only</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UMN only</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site of onset</td>
<td>BO</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>265</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of onset (mean in years)</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05 after the Bonferroni correction applied to values shown. LS, long survivors; SS, short survivors; RP, remaining patients; BO, bulbar onset; UL, upper limb; LL, lower limb.
In conclusion, typical ALS with bulbar onset, onset later in life, or in the definite El Escorial category at presentation, does not preclude a long survival, though younger onset and pure upper motor neuron signs at presentation are more likely to confer a better prognosis. For a few people with MND there remains the hope, whatever the initial presentation, that their subsequent survival will be longer than expected.
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